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Introduction and scope of this document   
 

Before reading this document, please be aware of the content of the main documents 
previously released (see the link to our SAP JAM) as  

 “Quick reference guide”: 
https://jam4.sapjam.com/groups/eUVNZBDo84OtWnf5BmmTt9/documents/u2c4
CSeRiSlCUWuNDMyDx5/slide_viewer  

 And the addendum to it: 
https://jam4.sapjam.com/groups/eUVNZBDo84OtWnf5BmmTt9/documents/cjW5
ykMgdEfkQNhDXZkWvN/slide_viewer .  

  

The last payroll run of year 2020, that includes the final tax balance for the whole year, 
is very close, but even today (November 27th) the Italian tax agency (Agenzia delle 
Entrate) has not yet clarified some important aspects of this very complex and 
entangled measure.  

Among the unclear aspects, an important one regards the additional complication to 
recover the amount paid in excess to the employees, in eight installments, if this amount 
is greater than EUR 60.  

But for this aim, it’s important to know if the “Trattamento integrativo dei redditi di lavoro 
dipendente e assimilati” and the “Ulteriore detrazione fiscale per redditi di lavoro 
dipendente e assimilati” can be compensated each other or not.  

N.B. Please consider that, from here on, the two measures will be mentioned as 
“100€ Bonus” and “Additional deduction”. 

 
In fact, even if the “additional deduction” is a prolongation of the 100€ bonus (that is a 
pure credit), its name says it’s a deduction and therefore it seems reasonable to not 
allow a compensation between them.   

But, anyway, until a clear statement of the authority does not come, this topic will 
remain controversial.      

Since the time is short and our customers need to be ready for the management of 
these installments, SAP has developed a solution with the following characteristics:  
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- An additional sub-schema will encapsulate the creation and the management of 
the installments 

- A new set of standard wage types are provided to register and manage this 
process for year 2020 and for the following year 2021. 

- An optional payroll rule can be used, depending on the decision from the 
authority about the possibility to compensate or not the two measures 

The advantages of this approach are the following:  

- The new part is encapsulated in a new sub-schema to make its activation or removal 
easier.  This makes this solution flexible both in case of unexpected instructions from 
the tax agency or when these measures become obsolete, as there are 
announcements talking of a complete reform of IRPEF taxation to come in 2022  

- No additional changes were necessary in the ABAP code and the main 
characteristics of the existing solution have remained unchanged 

- The customers can adapt the standard solution to their own needs more easily than 
modifying an ABAP solution    

 

In the following paragraphs, you can find a detailed description of this additional part of 
the solution, that also includes:  

- Updates to extend the “additional deduction” for the whole year of 2021.    In fact, 
even if this extension is not yet official, it was announced as a sure point in the future 
balance law (Legge di bilancio) for year 2021 

- Updates to adapt the final tax balance for year 2021 to the whole year as the same 
process for year 2020 must be limited to only the second semester.    

 

In the end, please consider this solution as a template and, being a template, it works 
according to the standard payroll schema I000.   Therefore, each customer can also 
adjust the standard solution based on his or her own needs, by using the customizing 
tools available (including the payroll rules).    
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The main characteristics of the management of the 
installments and its parts  
 

The new payroll rules that form this new part of the solution are encapsulated in the new 
sub-schema IRAT, and come after all the already-existing rules and sub-schemas 
relevant to these two measures.  

 

 

List of the new objects for managing recovery with 
installments 

  

New sub-schema IRAT 
 

SAP prepared a new sub-schema to encapsulate all the payroll rules used to verify if 
the recovery with installments is applicable, and its relevant management.  

It consists of a preparation phase that:  

 Uses the existing payment of the month to decrease the negative balance  
 Uses the existing payment of the other measure to compensate and then to 

decrease the negative balance  

Then it evaluates the amount that must be recovered from the employee and, if it is 
greater than EUR 60, it: 

 Creates all the wage types necessary for managing the installments 
 Creates the wage type with the installment of that month 
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 In case of final balance, creates the wage type with the recovery of the remaining 
amount of the installments not yet returned by the employee  

 

 

New wage types   
 

The process to manage the planned eight installments, in case the employee must 
reimburse more than EUR 60, is the following.    

A. In the month when the wage type with the recovery exists and is greater than EUR 
60: 

 
1. The wage type with the total amount to be paid in installments is generated (/4TQ 

“Totale recup.rate 100€ 20”).  This wage type will guide the payment of 
installments and is transported to subsequent months.   It also contains the 
number of the installments yet to be paid. 

2. The wage type containing the first installment is generated (/4TA “Rata 
recupero 100€ 20”).    This wage type represents the amount that must be paid 
in that month.    Its amount is cumulated indefinitely to register the amount paid 
until that month.    It contains also the number of the installments that have 
already been paid. 

3. A copy of the wage type containing the first installment is generated (/4UA “Rata 
recupero 100€ AA 20”).   This additional wage type has the same 
characteristics of the previous wage type /4TA, except that the cumulation of the 
amount is referred to each year.  

 
B. In the following months, when the payment of the installments has already started:  
 

If the tax balance is not running: 
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1. The wage type containing the installments after the first is generated (/4TA “Rata 

recupero 100€ 20”).    The number of installments already paid is updated. 
2. The copy of the wage type containing the installment is generated (/4UA “Rata 

recupero 100€ AA 20”).    
3. The number of the installments yet to be paid is updated in the wage type with 

the total amount to be paid in installments (/4TQ “Totale recup.rate 100€ 20”). 
 

If the tax balance is running: 
 
4. The wage type containing the total amount of the remaining installments is 

generated (/4TB “Cong.rate rec.100€ AA 20”).  
5. The number of the installments yet to be paid is updated in the wage type with 

the total amount to be paid in installments (/4TQ “Totale recup.rate 100€ 20”).   
That is, in this case it is set to zero. 

 

In the above description there are the names and the codes of the new wage types 
created for this process.    Please note that they refer only to:  

 The bonus 100€ 
 The conclusion of payment for year 2020. 

In fact, an equivalent set of wage types exists for: 

 The Additional Deduction  
 The conclusion of payment for year 2021 

 

About the separation of amounts relevant to 2020 and 2021. 

This is necessary because the management of the installments referred to a year is 
performed in two solar years and, because of this, the management related to one year 
happens in the same year when the management of the following year starts.   For 
instance, installments referred to 2020 are paid (also) in 2021 like it happens for the first 
installment of 2021.  

 

About the necessity to have a duplication of the wage types of the installment 
monthly paid by the employee.  
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This is necessary because the process required to manage installments related to a 
year is across two solar years: for instance, the first installment in 2020 and the 
following ones in 2021.     Thanks to the duplicated wage types, the customer will know 
the part of the amount relevant to 2020 paid in 2020 and the part paid in 2021.    Very 
likely this will be necessary for correctly filling the Certificazione Unica (CU) form, even 
if no instructions have yet been published. 

 

According to what was previously explained, we will have four groups of wage types 
that have the same characteristics of the ones previously mentioned:  

1. One for Bonus 100€ referred to year 2020 (/4TQ, /4TA, /4TB, /4UA) 
2. One for Bonus 100€ referred to year 2021 (/4TR, /4TC, /4TD, /4UC) 
3. One for Additional Deduction referred to year 2020 (/4T8, /4T1, /4T2, /4U1) 
4. One for Additional Deduction referred to year 2021 (/4T9, /4T3, /4T4, /4U3) 

The following descriptions of the wage types will therefore be limited only to the 
first set, as the same comments are valid also for the remaining three sets.   

 

 /4TQ   “Totale recup.rate 100€ 20” 

This wage type contains the amount of the bonus 100€ (for year 2020) that must be 
reimbursed by the employee in installments.   The number field of the wage type 
contains the number of the installments yet to be paid.   This number is updated in 
each month when an installment is paid.  

 

 /4TA   “Rata recupero 100€ 20” 

This wage type contains the amount of the monthly installment of the bonus 100€ 
(for year 2020) that the employee must pay.    The wage type saves in its number 
field the number of the installments that have already been paid.   This number is 
updated in each month when an installment is paid.  

The amount of the wage type is cumulated every month, regardless of the year.  In 
other words, it uses an unlimited cumulation. 

 

 /4TB   “Cong.rate rec.100€ AA 20” 
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This wage type contains the amount of the remaining installments of the bonus 100€ 
(for year 2020) that the employee must pay.    This wage type is created when the 
final tax balance is activated, like for instance when the employee leaves the 
company and then must pay immediately what he or she has not yet refunded.  

 

 /4UA   “Rata recupero 100€ AA 20” 

This wage type contains the same information as wage type /4TA, but its amount is 
cumulated every month according to each year.  In other words, it uses a yearly 
cumulation.   This wage type is not used in the installment process, but it is created 
for reporting purposes, to keep the amounts paid in different years separated.  

 

 /4RR   “Compensazione 100€” 

This wage type contains the amount of the Bonus 100€ that is compensated with the 
payment of the Additional Deduction in the same payroll period.     

It is created only when, in the same payroll period, a reimbursement (a negative 
balance for the employee) exists for Bonus 100€ together with a payment for 
Additional Deduction.  

Depending on the instructions that will be delivered by the Italian tax agency, this 
wage type will not be necessary, in case the compensation will not be allowed.  

For a more detailed description, please also read the description of the new payroll 
rule IREH.  

 

 /4RS   “Compensazione U.Detr.” 

This wage type is the “symmetrical” wage type of the previous /4RR.    It contains the 
amount of the Additional Deduction that is compensated with the payment of the 
Bonus 100€.     

The same comments for /4RR are valid also for /4RS. 
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New payroll rules 
 

N.B: All the new payroll rules handle both bonus 100€ and additional deduction.     
Therefore, the following descriptions regard only one of the two measure, that is 
the bonus 100€.     The management of the additional deduction is the same, but 
clearly it uses the wage types relevant to this measure.    

  

 (PIT) IREG: This payroll rule helps to simplify the check if the installment process 
must be started or not.     
In fact, it is used to convert the balance wage type /4Y7 “Cong.bonus 100€” when 
negative into the recovery wage type /4RX “Recupero bonus 100€”.   
At the same time, the monthly wage type /4W6 “Bonus 100€ mensile” is used to 
decrease or even set to zero the wage type /4Y7.   Clearly, in this case the wage 
type /4W6 is updated accordingly.  
Please note that:  
- in case the amount of /4W6 is greater than the amount of /4Y7, the recovery 

wage type /4RX is not created and /4Y7 is “included” in the new amount of /4W6 
- in case the amount of /4W6 is lower than the amount of /4Y7, the recovery wage 

type /4RX is created with the amount of /4Y7 that is that partially reduced by the 
amount of /4W6 
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 (PIT) IREH: this payroll rule implements the compensation between the two 

measures.     The compensation exists if the recovery wage type /4RX “Recupero 
bonus 100€” exists.     Its amount is then compared with the sum of the wage types 
/4W7 “Ult.detraz.LDip. '20 MM” and /4Y8 “Cong.ult.detrazione 2020” and, based 
on the results, the new wage type /4RR “Compensazione 100€” is created or not.    
In the end, the initial amount of /4RX will be split into the amount of /4RR and the 
new amount of /4RX (reduced by the amount of /4RR) 
- In case the sum of the wage types /4W7 and /4Y8 is greater than the amount of 

wage type /4RX, the recovery is entirely compensated.    That is: the /4RX is 
deleted and turned into the new wage type /4RR “Compensazione 100€” that 
represents the amount of Bonus 100€ that is compensated with the amount of 
the additional deduction.  

- In case the sum of the wage types /4W7 and /4Y8 is lower than the amount of 
wage type /4RX, the recovery is partially or not (in case /4W7 + /4Y8 is equal to 
zero) compensated.    That is: the /4RX is decreased by the sum of /4W7 and 
/4Y8, and the new wage type /4RR “Compensazione 100€” is created with the 
sum of the amounts of /4W7 and /4Y8.  

 
Please note that, because of the previous rule IREG, the WT /4RX can only be 
negative, while the wage types /4W7 “Ult.detraz.LDip. '20 MM” and /4Y8 
“Cong.ult.detrazione 2020 can only be positive. 
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N.B. According to the instructions that will come from the Italian tax agency, 
this rule could be simply eliminated or partially modified in case the 
compensation can be used only for one measure with the other and not vice 
versa.    The current and more probable interpretation from the Italian tax 
Agency is that only the Bonus 100€ can be compensated with Additional 
deduction, but not vice versa.   If this will be confirmed (the Italian tax Agency 
should publish some notice about these measures), in the rule IREH, the 
customer can simply remove the management of wage type /4RY.  
Also consider that this rule is prepared for year 2020.     
If the compensation is confirmed with this approach also in 2021, the WTs 
considered in this rule will have to be changed.   SAP doesn’t propose this 
change already (that will be necessary only in December 2021) because this is 
not even confirmed for 2020. 
 

 (IF) IREL:  this rule verifies if for the employee that is run is used the balance code 
(codice conguaglio) that identifies an employee who is leaving the company or not.     
This is fundamental because, in this case, the possible recovery of the bonus 100€ 
or of the additional deduction must not use installments, but it must be done entirely 
and immediately.      
This is useful especially for employees leaving the company when the final year 
balance is active, normally in December.     

 

 
 
To implement this check, we used the payroll operations RDTAB e RDTP. 
The rule BOFIR has been created as parameter of operation RDTAB in the 
following tables views: 
 

Table view V_T5ITWD 
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Table view V_T5ITWB 

 

 
 
Please note that:  
 
- To check the above-mentioned condition, the system verifies the value of the 

balance code of infotype 0155  
 

 
 

- The value to be checked depends on the customer’s customizing.  Therefore, 
every customer will have to adapt the value (which, in the above figure, it is the 
value “02”) to the one used in their own system.  

  
 

 (PIT) IRER: This payroll rule manages the monthly payment of the installment.  It 
uses the total amount of the recovery (that is greater than EUR 60) registered in the 
new wage type /4TQ Totale recup.rate 100€ 20” to determine which installment 
must be created.   In fact, the case regarding the last installment must be handled in 
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a slightly different way: its amount must contain the remaining amount and not one 
eighth of it, as it happens for the standard installments.  
The monthly installment is saved in the new wage type /4TA “Rata recupero 100€ 
20” and is also duplicated in the new wage type /4UA “Rata recupero 100€ AA 
20”.  
The duplication is necessary to keep separated the amount paid in one year (the first 
installment in December 2020) from the remaining in the year 2021.    See also the 
description of the wage types for further explanations. 
In addition, it’s necessary to keep separated the installment process for year 2020 
from the one regarding year 2021, since in 2021 we will have both (the remaining 
installments of 2020 and the first one of 2021).    For this reason, we need to 
duplicate all the wage types involved in this process.  
 
Also please note that the wage types that carry the total recovery amount (that is 
greater than EUR 60) to be paid in installments, that is /4TQ (for 2020) or /4TR (for 
2021), are created by the new payroll rule IREN 
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  (PIT) IREN: This payroll rule, in case the recovery wage type /4RX “Recupero 
bonus 100€” still exists after the processing of payroll rules IREG and IREH, 
considers if its amount is greater than EUR 60.    In this case, it creates the wage 
type /4TQ “Totale recup.rate 100€ 20” that will guide the installment process in the 
following months and also the first installment that is saved in the new wage type 
/4TA “Rata recupero 100€ 20” and also duplicated in the new wage type /4UA 
“Rata recupero 100€ AA 20”.  
 
The duplication is necessary to keep separated the amount paid in one year (the first 
installment in December 2020) from the remaining in the year 2021.    See also the 
description of the wage types for further explanations. 
In addition, it’s necessary to keep separated the installment process for year 2020 
from the one regarding year 2021, since in 2021 we will have both (the remaining 
installments of 2020 and the first one of 2021).    For this reason, we need to 
duplicate the entire set of the wage types involved in this process.  
     

 
 
 

 (PIT) IRES: This payroll rule, in case of final balance, concludes the payment of the 
remaining installments by creating the new wage type /4TB “Cong. rate recup. 
100€ 20”.     

 
In addition, it’s necessary to keep separated the installment process for year 2020 
from the one regarding year 2021, since in 2021 we will have both (the remaining 
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installments of 2020 and the first one of 2021).    For this reason, we need to 
duplicate the entire set of the wage types involved in this process. 
 

 
 
 
 

 (PCY) ITVY: This payroll rule is necessary to pass on to the following payroll 
periods, independently from the year change, the wage type /4TQ “Totale 
recup.rate 100€ 20” that guides the installment process. 
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It is called by the payroll rule ITVI that also must be updated to include this new rule.  
 

 
 
The payroll rule ITVI is part of the sub-schema lTIA included in sub-schema ITLR of 
the main schema I000.  
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Updates to the current solution for managing year 2021 
 

Even if there is not an official statement, the next balance law for 2021 (legge di bilancio 
per il 2021) should extend the Additional Deduction for year 2021.   

After that date and starting from 2022, the aim of the Italian government is to fully 
review the entire IRPEF taxation and then also replace the measures of Bonus 100€ 
and Additional Deduction.  

But, in any case, some updates are necessary to correctly process next year 2021.  

 

Extension of Additional Deduction for year 2021  
 

 Enter new customizing amounts in table view V_T5ITD2 for code RTDA for the 
period from 01.01.2021 to 31.12.2021.    They consist of the yearly amounts valid for 
the whole year 2021.   

 

N.B: Please consider that these amounts are based on anticipation that must 
be confirmed by the future balance law for 2021 and then are subject to 
possible changes. 

 Enter the new divider for the period from 01.01.2021 to 31.12.2021 for constant 
HADYE in table V_T511K 
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Termination of 80€ bonus in 2021 
 

 December 2020 is the last month when this measure must remain active because of 
the final year balance.      Therefore, starting from January 1, 2021, the constant 
BSTAB must be set to zero from that date.    The table V_T511P must be delimited 
like in the following figure: 

 

 

Changes in existing payroll rules  
 

Some small adjustments are necessary to correctly run the final balance relevant to the 
whole year of 2021, that is now referred to a whole year and not only to the second 
semester.   

 (PIT) IRE5: a new branch relevant to periods equal to or following January 2021 has 
been added.     

It is necessary because the number of days valid to calculate the final amount of the 
Bonus 100€ must be referred to the whole year and not to the second semester 
only.  
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In other words, the standard wage type /402 “Giorni detrazioni” now substitutes 
the wage type /42B “GG Detr.Lav.D. 2°Sem. '20” used in the branch for the period 
from 01.07.2020 to 31.12.2020. 

In addition: 

 the new WT /4RR “Compensazione 100€” 
 the new WT /4TR “Totale recup.rate 100€ 21” 

have been added among the amounts to be considered for the final balance. 
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 (PIT) IRE8: like for the previous payroll rule IRE5, a new branch relevant to periods 
equal to or following January 2021 has been added but for managing Additional 
Deduction.     

Like in rule IRE5, the standard wage type /402 “Giorni detrazioni” now substitutes 
the wage type /42B “GG Detr.Lav.D. 2°Sem. '20” used in the branch for the period 
from 01.07.2020 to 31.12.2020.       And, as in rule IRE5,  

 the new WT /4RS “Compensazione U.Detr.” 
 the new WT /4T9 “Totale rec.rate U.Detr.21” 

have been added among the amounts to be considered for the final balance 

 


